Eye of Ra

11.5 cm square base, 8.5 cm high, #1001

4.5 inch square base, 3.35 inches tall
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The Eye of Ra contains, from the bottom up;

Black base with a copper foil (gold colored) layer. Large amber stones form a crescent along the outside edge.

Copper metal plate and mid-way up the pyramid in the back is one white pearl and one black coral ball. Mid-way up in the front corners are two Herkimer Diamonds (faceted Quartz crystals).

Layered up are energy-rich SacrowerSee sand with Quartz chips along the outside edges and copper metal plates.

Near the top are floating flecks of copper (gold colored) foil and folio that together create shining opal reflections.

Symbols & Cap Stone

The front symbol is the Eye of Ra and the cap stone is a polished Citrine crystal. The Eye of Ra strengthens intuition and Citrine is one of the abundance attracting crystals.

Properties of the materials

Amber- Large amber stones line the bottom and bring good luck and work to balance the emotions.
**Copper** - Excellent electrical conductor and energy amplifier. Said to keep dark energies away.

**Herkimer Diamonds** – These faceted Quartz crystals are from Herkimer county N.Y. and are “attunement stones” that help one to Tune-in to their energy and the energy of others.

**White Saltwater Pearl** - A strong nurturing energy, opens one up to the energy of feeling loved and cared for.

**Black Coral** – Brings water and earth energies together for deep healing of emotional issues.

**SacrowerSee Sand** – The sand from Sacrower See (lake) has a high quartz content and is the location of the meeting of two Ley Lines, or earth meridians. This natural sand is able to store and radiate large amounts of positive energy.